
By focusing on fuel and emissions research, UAI uncovered an alarming number of scientific 
studies that reveal the harmful health effects of toxic emissions resulting from the use of 
aromatics. The health problems range from heart disease and stroke to asthma and even 
autism. That prompted UAI to conduct and participate in its own research projects. 

2010 

UAI research using the SAE International (Society of Automotive Engineers) Technical Paper 
SAE-01-2115, the Honda Predictive Model Index , and EPA match blending data, shows that 
splash blended E20 compared to E0 resulted .3 reduction in particulate matter. 

2012 

UAI sponsored SAE Technical Paper 2012-01-1277 “Effect of Heat Vaporization , Chemical 
Octane, and Sensitivity on Knock Limit for Ethanol-Gasoline Blends”  (multiple contributors). 
This was the first major study and published paper that looked at ethanol’s non-performance 
effects on an internal combustion engine. 

UAI sponsored SAE Technical Paper 2012-01-1274 “Octane Numbers of Ethanol-Gasoline 
Blends: Measurements and Novel Estimation Method from Molar Composition”  (multiple 
contributors with affiliations to Ford Motor Co., GE Energy, BP North America, and AVL 
Powertrain Engineering). This study supported a companion paper SAE 2012-01-1277 and 
looked at the octane increase with ethanol blending. 

2013 

UAI and Mercedes sponsored, AVL peer reviewed SAE Technical Paper 2013-01-1124 “Fuel 
Property Effects on Particulates in Spark Ignition Engines” by Carl Vuk and UAI Technical 
Director Steve Vander Griend. Tests on controlled ethanol/gasoline splash blended fuels 
conducted in the Mercedes Test Laboratory (Ann Arbor, MI) showed both particulate 
emissions significantly reduced with ethanol concentrations as low as 10%. 

UAI sponsored SAE Technical Paper 2013-01-1635 “An Overview of the Effects of Ethanol-
Gasoline Blends on SI Engine Performance, Fuel Efficiency, and Emissions” written by Robert 
A. Stein (AVL Powertrain Engineering), James E Anderson (Ford Motor Company), Timothy J 
Wallington (Ford Motor Company). (WHAT DID THIS SHOW/Prove?) 

2014 

UAI sponsored  SAE Technical Paper 2014-01-9080 “Issues with T50 and T90 as Match Criteria 
for Ethanol-Gasoline Blends”. Written by James E Anderson (Ford Motor Company), Timothy J 
Wallington (Ford Motor Company), Robert A. Stein (AVL Powertrain Engineering), and William 
M. Studzinski (General Motors). This paper illustrates that exclusive use of a match blending 
approach has fundamental flaws which directly challenges the accuracy of the 2013 EPAct 
study.   EPA responded by asking authors to refrain from continuing with this messaging. 

UAI partnered with Golder Associates, a respected global engineering and certified fuels 
modeling consulting firm, to operate the EPA’s MOVES2014 Model (Motor Vehicle Emission 
Simulator) with ethanol inputs establishing UAI’s point of view that the model’s data is 
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inaccurate. EPA’s flawed model is biased against ethanol and blocks the goal of Urban Air 
Initiative to reduce toxic emissions and promote a cleaner fuel. 


